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Commission is endeavoring to bring about the creation of a compre

hensive park system.
With this in view. Griffith Park. the city's great mountain

reservation. has been opened up with miles of roads and bridle
trails and a great open air zoo is being constructed where animals
will be kept as far as possible under natural conditions. In
addition .there is contemplated a great "Peoples Country Club" in
this park, where a golf course. club house. refectory. range of

tennis courts. athletic field and swimming pool will be free to the
citizens of Los Angeles. The park is now to be extended south
erly to the nearest present car line across the half mile of inter
vening land at the end of Western Avenue. This is being paid
for by an assessment district in Hollywood and Colegrove.

Exposition Park, with its art museum. exposition building.
armory .and club house. its sunken garden, race track, athletic
field and stadium is being developed by the joint effort of the
city, county and state. When completed it will be the equal
of any park of similar size in America and provide a combination
of amusement. recreation·.and educational features second to none.

The small city parks are being gradually reconstructed so as to'
be the equal in beauty of those in any American city and two
great parkways in the northeastern and western sections of the city
are contemplated. These are the Silver Lake parkway in the
west and the Arroyo Seco parkway" in the northeast. These. when
completed. will connect with each other through Elysian Park.
and a high-line drive from Elysian Park to Griffith Park. passing
Silver Lake. The Silver Lake Parkway will connect in turn
through Wilshire Boulevard with Sunset and Westlake Parks. and
by Wilshire Boulevard with Santa Monica and the sea. Later.
the system. if possible. will be extended to connect by boulevards
all the other large existing or future park~.

The Silver Lake Parkway is already ·assured and the con
demnation of the land is in process.

A .:£il\lplrnpolUatt Jarl! ;%!J!ilPUl.

The plan of the Arroyo Seco Parkway if carried out as con
templated will not only result in the creation of one of the world's
most beautiful parkways but will without doubt lay the founda
ticn for a metropolitan scheme of park development.

The condition of Los Angeles as regards surrounding and
suburban towns and cities is very similar to that of the city of
Boston, where the many towns and cities of the Metropolitan
District have developed a park system, without a serious rival either
in this country or abroad. The natural scenic possibilities of the
Los Angeles metropolitan district are greater than those of the
Massachusetts metropolis, while the range and variety 0 f natural
landscape features and other possibilities are not to be equalled in
this country.
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A great metropolitan park system. not to be surpassed in
America, is readily possible in Los Angeles and if this city
is to take and hold rank as one of the greatest tourist cities of
America. such a park system is not only desirable but necessary.

The proposed Arroyo Seco Parkway lends itself admirably to
a metropolitan scheme of development and illustrates well the great
possibilities which may be secured in parks as well as in other

projects by municipal co-operation,
In the case of the Arroyo Seco. the cities of Los Angeles.

Pasadena, South Pasadena and the County of Los Angeles are
co-operating in order to secure the entire valley of the stream. from
its origin in the mountains of the National Forest Reserve to its
junction with the Los Angeles River in the heart of the City of

Los Angeles.
Within the city of Pasadena the valley of the Arroyo widens

considerably. Much of it is heavily wooded and all of great
natural beauty. The entire valley will be secured here and
it is the most logical and available' area for the main park develop
ments for that city. The Pasadena city limits do not. however,

in all places include the western slope of the valley, and this
portion. as well as that lying north of the city. will be secured

by the county authorities.
The portion of the Arroyo which lies in the city of South

Pasadena is not large. but it comprises an exceptionally fine
scenic portion. Here agalll a considerable area of valley will
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be secured to form the main park feature of that community.
The relation of the Parkway to the various municipalities and

the county, is illustrated on the diagram on page 9.

mill' .?..s.sl'.!i.sml'ltt ltIi.strirt lIlan.

71T HE method of park acquisition which causes the benefited
W. district to pay for the park site is very generally held, and

has been practiced almost since the beginnings of park extension
in this country. It is the nearest approach to the principle of
excess condemnation which American laws and American city
charters have made possible.

It has been proved beyond any question, in hundreds of towns
and cities throughout the land. that the creation of a park causes
an increase in the value of all real estate in the vicinity-an increase
usually considerably in excess of the cost of the park and its
development. This fact. being so there can be no doubt of the
justice of the principle which requires that a small portion of the
values so created shall be surrendered for the purchase of the

park site. Some cities go much further and demand that the
benefited district not only pay for the acquisition of the site, but

The Arroyo near Auenue Fifty.eight. There is water
here throughout the year. The Valley i. wide and
Oat with a fine growth of trees, especially sycamores.
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for the development of the park. and in a few cases, for the
maintenance as well.

This same principle of the public right to this unearned incre
ment, has been extended to finance other forms of civic necessities.
such as sewers, streets and boulevards. and of the justice of this
principle there can be no doubt. However such improvements
at the best are transient and with time wear out so that the benefit
is lost, whereas in the case of parks. there can be no loss of benefit
or value. as the actual value of that land for which the district
pays is always there.

It is argued, by opponents of the Park assessment plan, that
the whole city should pay the cost of park lands when acquired.
inasmuch as all parts of the city enjoy and so benefit by the
park area. It is true that all parts of a city benefit by each and
every park property. but there is likewise no doubt that the district
in which the park exists derives a greater benefit than those por
tions which are more remote. As it is impossible to have park
areas exactly evenly distributed. the burden is very fairly shared,
when each district pays for the site of its parks and the city as a

whole develops and maintains them. This is the principle now
generally adopted by American cities in their Park Development.

The same principle applies in the case of streets. in that each
individual street or district is assessed to pay for the original
development of its street or streets. which are. however. used
and maintained by the entire city in whose benefits the entire city
share's.

It is the desire of the present Park Commission to so arrange
the assessment districts for the various contemplated park extensions
that there shall be no overlapping of assessment districts.

At present there are three park districts undergoing assessments
for condemnation of park lands and the fourth, for the Arroyo
Seco, is now proposed. The diagram on page I 3 indicates these
several districts.

The entire southwest section is being assessed to acquire the
additions to Exposition Park. That portion of the city com
prising Hollywood and Colegrove is purchasing a parkway en
trance to Griffith Park and giving the city the only entrance from
the city side to this great 3000 acre reservation.

The northwest section of the city with an assessment district
is securing three miles of the Silver Lake Parkway-the central.
feature of a parkway system for Los Angeles. The entire east
and northeast sections of the city and the downtown business
section will form the assessment district for the Arroyo Seco
parkway.

A fifth distri~t to include that area between the Arroyo and the
Silver Lake assessment districts is proposed to acquire the "Crest
Drive Parkway" connecting Silver Lake with Elysian and Griffith
Parks.
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Other projects are contemplated, so that" each section of the
city will do its part-each district secure its own park holdings,
so that every portion of the city may be eventually, once, and only

once, within a park assessment district,

I/1artg nttll I/1tgurrg.
1. The people of the Arroyo Seco Parkway assessment dis

trict will not be assessed for the improvement of this parkway.
The assessment district will acquire the land and the Park Depart

ment by its general funds will carry out the development.
2. The area of the proposed Parkway within the Los Angeles

city limits is approximately three hundred and eighty acres. The
buildings of all kinds, within this area are approximately one
hundred and twenty-five in number, very few being of any con

siderable value.
3. The estimated cost of this condemned area, both lands

and developments is $1,200,000.00. The estimated number of
lots in the assessment is between sixty and sixty-five thousand. Thus
an average assessment of $20.00 per lot would be sufficient to raise
the amount. Such an average could be secured by grading the
assessments from $5.00 or $10.00 per lot for the outer ranges
of the district to $50.00 for the abutting property, and for the

business district.
4. The estimate by the Park Commission of $1,200,000.00

was the result of a careful valuation made by individual blocks
and tracts for both land and buildings within the ,condemned area.
An independent estimate made by local real estate men of High
land Park upon a minimum and maximum basis gave a minimum
estimate of $943,000.00 and a maximum estimate of $1,332,900.
The average of these estimates gave for the land a minimum value
of $1500 per acre or $300.00 per lot and a maximum value of

$5,000.00 per acre or $1,000.00 per lot.
5. The assessed valuation of the property to be condemned as

given on the books of the city and county assessors is $186,510.00
which is less than 16% of the estimated condemnation value set

by the Park Commission.
6. The length of the proposed Parkway from Elysian Park

to the Forest Reserve will be ten and one-half miles, and the total
area will be nearly fourteen hundred acres, the larger portion
lying within the City of Pasadena, where the area of the Arroyo
being secured is betw"een five and fiix hundred acres. The portion
which will be condemned by Los Angeles is approximately three
hundred and eighty acres and the area within the County and
South Pasadena, three hundred and one hundred acres respectively.

7. There can be no doubt that this parkway will benefit
greatly the entire district in which it runs. If the Arroyo Seco
valley is not secured for Park purposes, it must inevitably de
generate into a civic eyesore, being as it is ever liable to sudden
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Northern boundary of Pasadena.
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<!1onrlu.sinu.
The few 'pictures shown herewith are used to indicate the

diversity of the natural beauty of the Arroyo Seco. Nothing
could be more distinctly Californian, nowhere could greater variety
of scenery be found. The alternation of shaded stretches of
trickling stream, of quiet pool or open shimmering gravel sun
flecked through the leaves of scattered sycamores is as unique as
it is beautiful.· Imagine this changing scene viewed from a quiet
winding drive, from which one may look out under the protecting
shade across the open varied scenery of the "Dry River" valley,
bathed in the brilliance of the California sunshine. This is the
poosibility of the Arroyo ~eco, leading from the heart of the busy
cities to the wildness of a national forest reserve, a great California
parkway.

floods, so that it can only be used for the cheaper class of

residences and industrial purposes. The trees and vegetation
will ultimately be destroyed as their present rapid disappearance

evidences and the Arroyo will become an ugly ravine, filled with
unsightly developments. rendering a large section of the city
unattractive to both visitors and citizens.

8. Wherever such parkways have been built in other cities,
the increased valuation has been greatly in excess of the cost

of the assessment. In Kansas City the increased valuation in the
abutting property on the parkway boulevards alone has been

more than the entire cost of the whole park, parkway, boulevard,

any playground system of the city.
9. The topography of the valley in which the parkway will

lie, is highly suitable for parkway purposes. Some of the finest

parkways in America are located in just such topography.
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